
 
 FAM TRIP POLICY 

Familiarization and Business Appreciation Trips 

 
PROPOSED OBJECTIVE: 

 

To encourage WSC members to become involved in leading ski trips and administration of the club. 
Therefore only previous trip leaders, WSC officers and voting council members will be eligible to par-
ticipate in these trips. 
 

DEFINITIONS: 

 

FAM trips are those offered by travel agencies and resorts at a reduced cost to WSC so trip leaders 
can become familiar with various ski areas as potential destinations for WSC trips. 
BA trips are those offered by travel agencies and resorts at a reduced cost to WSC for past business 
activity. 
 

PROPOSED POLICIES: 

 

All FAM and BA trips should be allocated or authorized through a WSC trip administrator. The func-
tions of the trip administrator are: maintain a list of WSC members eligible for FAM and BA trips, se-
lect and contact eligible members when a FAM or BA trip is available, make a determination whether 
a trip is a FAM or BA, report to council monthly on FAM and BA trip allocations and maintain a file of 
all FAM and BA trip reports. 
The WSC trip administrator should be the WSC Vice President. If the WSC VP is not available any 
other WSC officer may act as trip administrator. 
 
All FAM or BA trip costs will be the responsibility of the member. WSC will NOT reimburse members 
for FAM or BA costs. FAM costs will NOT be included in future trip expenses by a trip leader to a 
destination where they previously had a FAM trip. 
 
All FAM and BA trips require a written report to be submitted within 30 days to the trip administrator. 
The report will include ski area impressions, lodgings available, food facilities, costs and any other 
amenities and highlights. If no report is submitted the member will not be eligible for future FAM and 
BA trips for a period of 3 years. 
 
Two eligibility lists will be maintained. One for FAM trips and one for BA trips. For FAM trips the fol-
lowing members will be included on the list—All members who have been trip leaders within the past 
two (2) ski seasons. For BA trips the following members will be included on the list—All members 
who have been trip leaders within the past two (2) ski seasons and all current WSC officers and vot-
ing council members. 
Only one (1) trip per member per year (e.g.—A member taking a FAM trip would not be eligible for a 
BA trip unless all other eligible members were contacted first). 
 
If a FAM or BA trip is offered directly to a trip leader the trip leader should inform the agency or resort 
that WSC policy is to allocate these trips via the trip administrator, not directly. In the case of day or 
weekend FAM trips that are widely offered to other clubs the trip leader may accept the FAM trip but 
must inform the trip administrator and submit the required trip report. These day or weekend FAM 
trips will not count as trips taken for purposes of selecting members for week long, western or Euro-
pean FAM or BA trips. 
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SELECTION CRITERIA: 

 
The trip administrator will maintain the FAM and BA eligibility lists separately. A member can only ap-
pear on a list once, however members may be on both lists depending on eligibility. 
 
For FAM trips eligible members may contact the trip administrator and ask for preference to destina-
tions where they are considering a future trip. In this case the administrator will contact these mem-
bers first if a FAM trip becomes available to the proposed destination. If multiple members have asked 
for preference to the same destination then the person who contacted the trip administrator first will 
be given priority. 
 
For FAM trips where no one has asked for preference the trip administrator will randomly call eligible 
members ensuring that over the course of the ski season all eligible members have an equal opportu-
nity to participate. 
 
For FAM trips potential trip leaders who do not meet the eligibility requirements may contact the trip 
administrator and ask for preference to proposed trip destinations. In this case they will be given pref-
erence if no currently eligible member has asked for preference. 
 
For BA trips the trip administrator will randomly call eligible members ensuring that over the course of 
the ski season all eligible members will have an equal opportunity to participate. 
 
If only a short time is available for the trip administrator to contact a member about trip availability the 
trip administrator at his discretion may proceed down the list if a member cannot be reached. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 

If this policy is adopted by the WSC council it is recommended that it be widely distributed and should 
be printed in the WSC newsletter at least twice a year so all members are aware of WSC policies in 
this area. Our recommendation is to print it in the April and November newsletters to coincide with 
WSC elections and the beginning of ski season. 
 
Approved June 5, 1991 Council Meeting 


